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Abstract—in recent days, there is a increasing attention in employing wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies in 

different scenarios of Internet of things (IoT). On considering the massive smart objects growth with their application, there is 

a demand to analyze and collect their product data are appropriate of the major challenge. Data aggregation is one of the 

prominent approaches in the removal of data redundancy and energy efficiency improvement; in addition it enhances the 

Wireless Sensor Networks lifespan. As well, the competent protocol on data aggregation might decrease network traffic. As a 

detailed intention takes place in a detailed region, it may be recognized through too much sensor. Considering the main 

aspects and challenges of data aggregation in WSN, an assessment on various kinds of data aggregation approach and 

protocol were presented in this approach. The eventual intention of this analysis is to create the basic details to expand novel 

higher designs depending on the techniques of data integration and clustering which have been presented so far. In this 

manuscript, various approaches has been described for the reduction of data redundancy and specifically in the aggregation of 

data. 

Index Terms—Internet Internet of things, Data aggregation, wireless sensor network, Networks lifespan, data redundancy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The utilization of sensor network referred as WSN i.e., Wireless Sensor Networks that are spatially scattered 

autonomous devices to monitor the environmental conditions at different locations like vibration, noise, warmth, 

motion pollutants, and force [1]. WSN have the multi functioning sensor nodes that include thousands or more 

number of less power that works in an unattended human area with the limited computational and also have the 

capabilities of sensing. Also, every node equipped with a small microcontroller, radio transceiver or with some 

other wireless communication mechanism, and the source like as battery. For monitoring purposes, these less 

cost, power-efficient sensor nodes works together to built a network. The sensor nodes cooperation that provides 

the collection and transmission of wide range of message in WSNs that have the monitoring framework such as 

Temperature, Humidity, etc. to the sink node like as BS (Base Station) that enables the data to the respective 

user. The Internet of Things (IoT) technology is used in various fields for the purpose of enhancing the 

performance, but nowadays, the agriculture field also utilizing the IoT for makes the farming smart.  The recent 

survey stated that the world population could reach around nine by the year of two thousand and fifty. Hence 

there is a risk of starvation, so to overcome this risk, the agriculture field should adapt to the IoT. Also, the IoT 

can pre-predicts climatic weather conditions. This will helps us to overcome all the irrigation problems and 

support the farmers to increase the crop yield gradually. Data mining is an area that has some rapid developments 

recently due to some innovations in software and hardware technology that leads to accessibility of dissimilar 

types of data [2]. This is true particularly for the text data case, wherever the hardware and software platforms 

development for the social and web networks has enabled quick formation of huge repositories of diverse data 

kinds [3, 4]. Specifically, the web is a technical enabler that augments the formation of huge quantity of text 

content through various users in the form which is simple to process and store. The rising quantities of available 

text data from various applications have formed a requirement for algorithmic design advances that can discover 

fascinating pattern from the data in a scalable and dynamic manner [5, 6]. Decision Tree-dependent classification 

of text does not suppose sovereignty amongst its attributes as such in Naïve Bayesian. The Decision tree perform 

better since a text recognition; though it become hard to make a classifier intended for large feature number [7]. 

At the classification time, correspondence among different features vectors class and unknown text document 

feature vector was intended, and the text was assigned to the class that has maximum similarity [8].  

 

II. OVERVIEW ON WSN AND INTERNET OF THINGS 

Nowadays, there is a need to implement novel ideas in the field of agriculture because of food demand 

conditions. The central concept of the IoT in agriculture is the improvement of the yield at a low cost [9, 10]. 

The IoT can act as a catalyst in the field of agriculture. There will be several types of research that can be carried 

out depending upon the IoT implementation in the agriculture field [11, 12]. As a result of the study, the 

researchers concluded that there would be a 20% increase in the growth of the agricultural industry after the 

implementation of the IoT [13, 14]. 

The agricultural industry focuses on IoT technology because of its live benefits like low input but high output 

within a short period [15, 16]. This IoT can make farming very smart and made it high-tech through the 

implementation of the novel IoT devices in the agricultural field [17, 18]. Due to the IoT utilization in the 

irrigation field, the manual, or else, the physical work get decreased. The sensors are implemented on the 

irrigation fields and the monitored data can be stored in the memory which can utilized at any time for further 
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process. Advanced sensors are used for monitoring. The implemented sensors are connected to the cloud 

network. The data obtained through the sensors are more accurate and precise. The data attained from the sensors 

are then stored in IoT cloud environment for further prediction process.  

 
Figure 1 IoT tools 

The IoT can bring out lots of benefits to the farmers like water monitoring, water usage limitation, crop 

monitoring, pre-prediction of the environmental impact, less manpower, increase in crop productivity, improved 

harvesting yield, proper field, and management [19, 20]. Then the data collection can take place. Before sowing 

the seeds, this kind of monitoring can help the farmers to select the crops depends upon the environment. They 

can collect the data about the field, and then they can choose the right crop which can uphold in a particular 

environment. The complete IoT setup monitors the whole field and takes a survey on the environmental factors if 

it can find any abnormality means an alerting condition was developed.  

 

III. DATA AGGREGATION IN TERRESTRIAL WSN 

Data aggregation in IoT for instance WSN was of very significant, as in IoT, the varied information was gathered 

from the varied source and further energy was required so as to transfer information/data. One such solution in 

this case for decreasing the energy is to aggregate and process information before sending data, and at this time, 

summarized and aggregated data were sent. 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) incorporate of tiny devices referred as sensor nodes that having the known 

characteristics such as less battery power, limited storage capacity , and low computational capacity that are 

deployed to sensing the data collection and data communication. Conversely, the sensor nodes route the data 

collection through their intermediate nodes that are connected through wireless devices, to send the data to the 

receiver node. Maung prathub et al. (2019) [21] develop an automatic system for watering the crops in the field 

using the WSN. Balakrishna & Rao (2019) [22] publish a study report on using IoT agriculture farm monitoring. 

Here in this paper, we try to reduce the water level monitoring problems in the irrigation land. With the help of 

the IoT, the farmers can easily monitor the level of the water in the water tank that can make irrigation more 

effective. The IoT can monitor every step in the agriculture ie, from the seed sowing process to the process of the 

harvesting. This is a high advancement in the agricultural industry. IoT can create a massive revolution in the 

field of agriculture.  

Mahalakshmi et al. (2020) [23] develop an automatic crop monitoring system with the use of the sensors. The 

sensors or else any other IoT devices get integrated for improving the agricultural practices. The sensors are 

implemented on the irrigation fields, and the monitored data can be stored in the memory, which can be utilized 

at any time for further process. Advanced sensors are used for monitoring. The implemented sensors are 

connected to the cloud network. The data obtained through the sensors are more accurate and precise.  

Nayar et al. (2016) [24] develop a smart system that can automatically monitor the live parameters like 

temperature, lighting, etc. by implementing IoT technology. Wu, Q et al.  (2017) [25] develop an intelligent 

system for monitoring the crop field. Wolters et al. [26] develop a novel method that can make farming very 

smart.  

Gondchawar (2016) [27] develop a smart irrigation system by using the internet of things. Vidya Devi, et al. 

(2013) [18] put effort into developing the automatic agriculture monitoring system to make farming a modern 

one.  
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Sen,et al. (2017) [28] develop a novel smart irrigation system. This creates a peaceful revolution among the 

farmers. The sensors can monitor humidity, temperature, soil moisture, etc. and gave crystal clear concurrent 

surveillance results. 

 
Figure 2 WSN Data aggregation  

 

IV. BIG DATA AGGREGATION IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

[29] stated the cluster-based data deduction used to group the data records, so the data records that exhibit closer 

characteristics grouped into one cluster. If those more intimate data records get deduced, the level of 

generalization attains optimal, and the data loss gets minimized. The k-anonymity technique depends on the 

clustering approach to data privacy preservation in the IoT devices to balance the exchange between data privacy 

and data utility.  

[30] stated an efficient preventing the data privacy through the following techniques such as modification, 

detection, and swap used to retain the original database. The raw data evolve from the protected data for better k-

means clustering to attain the privacy preservation technique. The noise added to a cluster with a lesser the 

Reversible Privacy-Preserving k-means Clustering (kRPP) of the total distance. 

 
Figure 3 Data aggregation scheme architecture 

 

[31] stated the clustering of privacy preservation methods used to protect the unnamed database against identity 

confession of sensitive data, confession attribute, confession linkage, and equivalent attacks. It significantly 

reduced the data loss—the fuzzy c-means clustering technique used to initiate the balanced clusters at least k 

members. The firefly algorithm used to enumerate the multi-objective function, satisfy the anonymity issues and 

reduced the clustering error rate.  

[32] allowed the high-speed train movement intended for possessions of the network in town traffic based 

framework. The communication competence is developed for WSN. The planned sensor networks for an in 

sequence of data matching technique. To combine the observing data, the association in the middle of multi-

sensors is worn in the network coverage of the sensing scheme to get better the pledge and accuracy of the 

scheme. In traffic flood recognition, the hypothesis is practical to vehicle type gratitude. The clear rewards over 

the alike LEACH protocol offer the simulation consequences demonstrate that the planned information fusion 

system of ordinary nodes in conditions of energy expenditure and synthesis accuracy.  

[33] proposed the WSN, big data, and IoTs for ecological observing system for the weather transform on feral 

animals and also evolve the discovery reaction to weather transform. The surplus predators and humans from the 

spring place in an electric fence are worn to organize and animals progress management to limit the intruder. For 

ID and Wireless sensor network-based scheme observation is obtainable to reduce the person/creature dispute. 

Since these enormous animals journey for extremely extended distance, it is an issuing one to watch the animal 

observing system. In existing system, the main issue is the network limitation or there is no network coverage.  

[34] presented the outbound and inbound, storeroom position and vehicle health observing. For information 

organization process of traditional logistics operations by distribution of vehicle healthcare monitoring 

management are implemented. The combination of WSN and big data analysis enabled the implementation and 
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monitoring system, which is tested. The test consequences establish that the scheme has convinced deployment 

orientation implication to improve the informationization to a certain extent and intellect of logistics 

organization. 

[35] stated the anonymization method for the best data loss with the original database. The significant 

anonymization degree and retain much of the original graph properties. The limited anonymization includes 

anonymity with k-auto-anonymity, k-degrees, anonymity with k-neighborhood, and anonymity with 'k' as safe. 

The anonymization approach used to remove the amount of data and displays the multiple structural properties of 

data practically with the different link re-identification strategies. The anonymization method has a k-anonymity 

and L-diversity privacy model to enumerate efficient data transformation over the restricted constraints as 

conjunctive and positive. This improves the scalability, reliability, and sustained less data/information loss from 

the original database. 

 

Table 1 data aggregation mechanisms Overview 

Paper Year Node 

Type 

Networ

k Type 

Algorit

hm 

Aggregator 

Kumar et 

al. [36] 

2019 Homogen

eous 

Tree Distribu

ted 

Fixed 

Sarangi et 

al. [37] 

2019 Homogen

eous 

Cluster Distribu

ted 

Mobile 

Yadav et al. 

[38] 

2019 Homogen

eous 

Flat Distribu

ted 

Fixed 

SreeRanjan

i et al. [39] 

2018 Homogen

eous 

Flat Distribu

ted 

Mobile 

Khriji et al. 

[40] 

2018 Homogen

eous 

Cluster Distribu

ted 

Fixed 

 

V. DATA AGGREGATION ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 

During the data aggregation process, there were some issues which should be conquered. It should be complex 

for conquering as shown from the related work analysis. A few significant things among them were as follows: 

1. Data redundancy: it senses sensor nodes like a data type in addition to assured belongings as similar 

procedures, therefore the sink node collect information which is unnecessary. Therefore, it is energy, other 

resources and time wastage.  

2. Delay: In assured cases information from beyond nodes appear behind at the root node or sink accordingly of 

which the process of aggregation start not on time. Additional, at the intermediate aggregations level increase the 

delay time further.  

3. Accuracy: There were two accuracy issues types. Initially, the function of aggregator is an estimate task; 

hence, loss of accuracy on the data forwarding state. Next, there should be a node that is compromised for 

sending inappropriate / false data to the node of aggregator. The node of Aggregator does not guarantee its 

accuracy and process it.  

4. Traffic load: In the scenarios assured, the node of aggregator is overburden. It happens but the balancing of 

load is not made or the clusters are of uneven sizes.  

5. Aggregation freshness: Information from comparable frames must be old stored data, aggregated or data 

aggregation from several frames as of diverse time must be avoided since it loses originality. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this manuscript, various approaches have been surveyed for the aggregation and reduction of data with the use 

of aggregation. The techniques that were surveyed were based on few critical impacts like type of network, 

heterogeneity of the node, aggregator node mobility, and type of algorithm. It was recognized that most 

techniques attempt to enhance the latency or efficiency of the system. Various existing solutions are there for the 

data aggregation in WSN. But every existing method should possess an advantage and disadvantage. From this 

survey, it was concluded that still the data aggregation technique should have some open issues apart from the 

various solutions presented. Thus, there is a need to implement some effective techniques. 
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